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Abstract

The mixed-content miscellanies could be defined as a unifying genre of the ‘readable’ type of unstable makeup and varied content. Manuscripts that reflect the nucleus of characteristic works in expanded or reduced form, providing they feature sufficient textological proof of common origin or typological similarity, could be classified with a certain type. The present study on the Dispute between Our Lord Jesus Christ and the Antichrist and on the The Story about beautiful Joseph has two objectives: 1) to introduce several so far unstudied South Slavonic manuscripts that contain mainly apocrypha, and 2) to reveal how the differences between initial translations and secondary editing of Slavonic apocrypha are indicative of the intervention of the Slavic writer.
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A considerable number of medieval Slavic literary works have been preserved not merely as independent texts, but specifically as components of liturgical, historical, legal, or edifying miscellanies. It is primarily the systematization and genre characteristics of these miscellanies, and the discovery of the principles underlying their creation and distribution, that medievalists have focused on in the past fifty years. The view of specific types of miscellanies as literary and historical phenomena of specific ages and areas is a particularly important goal of contemporary medieval Slavic studies. As a result of this new development, the study of the “dialogue” between a separate text (article) and
its environment in miscellany manuscripts achieved a central position in medieval Slavic literary studies. The coexistence and interpenetration of texts proved extremely important, particularly for clarifying the history and chronology of separate works that were disseminated as a set for a very long time. The typological characterization of miscellanies also contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the role of manuscript books and their structure within a broader conceptualization of cultural heritage.

The present study on the *Dispute between Our Lord Jesus Christ and the Antichrist* and on the *The Story about beautiful Joseph* has two objectives: 1) to introduce several so far unstudied South Slavonic manuscripts that contain mainly apocrypha, and 2) to reveal how the differences between initial translations and secondary redactions of Slavonic apocrypha are indicative of the intervention of the Slavic writer. These interventions reveal important changes resulting from the circulation of the text in a certain environment. The existence of new source material from manuscripts that have not been studied helps shed light on the history of the texts in a novel way.

1. The *Dispute between Our Lord Jesus Christ and the Antichrist* (CANT 84; BHG 812f-g) is one of the apocrypha whose history in Byzantine literature has not been studied and there is no text critical edition of the Greek copies. In his book on apocryphal literature, A. de Santos Otero referred to fourteen Croatian (Glagolitic), Bulgarian, Serbian, Ukrainian and Russian copies.¹ To these (as we shall see) we can add several more so that today the Slavonic tradition consists of some twenty copies. Two Greek copies, from the 12th and the 13th century, published by A. Vassiliev more than a hundred years ago, give us some, albeit not comprehensive, idea about the tradition of the text.² They differ in both volume and some details. Consequently, it can be concluded that the text in Greek was distributed in several versions. The chronology of the Greek text cannot be specified definitively. The source used was the Apocalypse of Saint John the Theologian, which originated in the 5th-6th century.³ As A. Vassiliev has noted, the text could possibly have been the product of Paulician or Mani-

---

² A. Vassiliev, *Anecdota graeco-byzantina*, I (Mosquae, 1893), pp. v-vii, 4-10. The first copy (α), dating from the 12th century, is from the manuscript of Veneto Sancti Marci 42, class. II, fol. 255-257; the second copy (β), dating from the 13th century, is from the manuscript of Vindobonensi hist. 67, fol. 18-19.
chean environment in the 7th-8th century. Nevertheless, the question about the origin and the distribution of the Greek original remains open.

The Slavonic translation of the work attracted the attention of scholars. Even in the 1860s, 17th-18th century Russian copies appeared, published by A.N. Pypin and N.S. Tikhonravov. Later S. Novaković for the first time published a Serbian copy from a 16th-century manuscript, kept at the National Library in Belgrade. A late Serbian copy from the collection of the National Museum in Prague was published by J. Polivka, and two 16th-17th century copies of Ukrainian origin were published by I. Franko. The known copies of the Dispute include that from the 14th century parchment miscellany No. 137 from the Austrian National library in Vienna, first published by K. Radčenko, and later by Y. Ivanov. At that time, this copy, Bulgarian in origin and with archaic orthography, was considered by scholars to approach the initial translation. There is a separate group including several Glagolitic 15th-16th century copies of Croatian origin, the oldest of which are the texts published by V. Štefanić and R. Strohal. Their relation to the other copies has not been clarified sufficiently. Y. Ivanov included the Dispute in the works used by the Bogomils, analyzing those texts in it which do not correspond to their views. E. Turdeanu also discussed the work, but he tended to assume that it is among the texts additionally redacted on Slavonic ground.
The South Slavonic witnesses of the Dispute are following:\(^{16}\)

a. **MSS 34**, Monastery “St. Catherine”, Sinai, parchment, 12th-13th c., Bulgarian protograph; f. 72r-77r: Слово в прпъреции дим...wner гдемь ишьимь ги б(с) ви въшье. Inc.: Пришедшоу въ на горь еленацъкъ и р’ше къ щуеникоxь своxьмь алуьнъя ЗАѢ МѢ. 


c. **MSS 52** from the collection of the Nikojac monastery, near Bijalo Polje, Montenegro, paper, 15th c., Serbian; f. 66r-71r: (The title is illegible.) Inc.: Прїиде ісо на гору елеѡнскоую, и рече къ щуеникоxь своxьмь алуемъ мѢ. дѢ.н и мѢ. ноци. азъ бо разоугтѣхь силоу его, якъ хошьеть выроужити се на нн. 

d. **MSS 433** (Panagjurištë), Cyril and Methodius National Library, Sofia, paper, 16th c., Bulgarian;\(^{18}\) f. 101r-105v: Слъбъки в прпъреции антих(с)вѣ. съ гдемь наши(м) і(с)х(м)ъ. Inc.: Х(с)у приближишу се на гору маслинѫю, и р(ч)е къ ученiкы свои(м). постишь се мѢ. дѢ.н. и пости се мѢ. дѢ.н. съ ученiкы своiи. 

e. **MSS 149**, Austrian National Library, Vienna, paper, 16th c., Bulgarian; f. 113r-117v: Слъбъки в прпъреции антих(с)вѣ. съ гдемь наши(м) і(с)х(м)ъ. Inc.: Х(с)у приближишу се на гору маслинѫю, и р(ч)е къ ученiкы своiи. 

f. **MSS 100** (written by Daniel from Etropole), Museum of Serbian Orthodox Church, Belgrade, paper, year 1628, Bulgarian;\(^{19}\) f. 84r-87v: Слъбъки в прпъреции

---

16 I have used the Repertorium of Old Bulgarian Literature digital database, created with the participation of David Birnbaum for the information from the manuscripts and the comparison of the copies: <http://reperotorium.obdurodon.org/searchTitlesFree.php?target= %D0%99%D0%BE%D1%88%D0%B8%D1%84>. 


18 The copy from Panagjurištë has also been translated into Modern Bulgarian by Donka Petkanova and has been commented on in: Стара българска литература, 1. Апокрифи [Old Bulgarian Literature, 1. Apocrypha], Sofia, 1981, pp. 173-176, 380-381. 

19 The miscellany is described in: А. Милтенова, “Сборник съ смесено съдържание, дело на етрополския книжовник йеромонах Даниил” [A. Miltenova, "A Miscellany of
The oldest copy of the Dispute known today is found on f. 72r-78r in a parchment manuscript from the St. Catherine monastery in Sinai, No. 34, 12th-13th century. This has not been published and discussed in research literature. The text has inconsistent orthography, with 19-20 lines a page, two juses, two jers,
with Middle Bulgarian protograph. Although the manuscript is present in some reviews of South Slavonic manuscripts at the monastery in Sinai,\textsuperscript{25} it attracted the attention of specialists only at the end of the 1970s. The credit for this goes to the Russian scholar V.M. Zagrebin,\textsuperscript{26} who, following paleographic analysis, identified as parts of MS No. 34 from St. Catherine on Sinai several palimpsest excerpts from the State Public Library M.E. Saltykov-Shchedrin in Leningrad Q.п.1.63, Q.п.1.64 and Греч. 70. The three excerpts found their way to the collection of the library thanks to K. Tischendorf who brought them back from his visits to Sinai in 1844, 1853 and 1858-1859. V.M. Zagrebin established that the parchment folios with signatures Q.п.1.63 and Q.п.1.64 completely coincide with miscellany No. 34 in both hand and content, and that folios from 101r to 119v can definitely be said to belong to the assembled manuscript under signature Греч. 70 in Син. 34. Zagrebin's discovery was recently confirmed by A.A. Turilov,\textsuperscript{27} who associated yet another excerpt with the \textit{Codex Sinaiticus} – No. 18/N from the collection of the newly-discovered manuscripts at the St. Catherine monastery described by I. Tarnanidis. The part associated by Turilov, No. 18/N, features an interesting marginal note on f.1r, which is evidence of cooperation of Serbian, Bulgarian and Russian monks at the monastery: Да ће ведомо свакомо калꙋгерꙋ приходешꙋ и срѣблꙋ или ће бꙋгаринь или ће рѫсинь за сие келиѥ, наставлениемь г(с)нимь всесвѧщимъ єп(и)с(ко)помъ Серѣдна кѫ надѣду вставиѥ да не работать никомуꙗ ница.\textsuperscript{28}

According to K. Radčenko and Y. Ivanov, the Vienna copy from the 14th century corresponds to the first Greek version published by A. Vassiliev. Scholars are unanimous that compared to the other Slavonic copies, this one is distinguished with some individual readings, with additions and changes compared to its archetype. It is interesting to note the place where the Antichrist determines his place in the heavenly hierarchy: \begin{quote}
р(ч)е диѣволь. вь истиꙋ вѣси. то сѫть дѣль моѣ. и паче ан҃гль твоихь. вѧщи есмѫ. и паче тебѣ старѣи,
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{26} В. Загребин, “О происхождении и судьбе некоторых славянских палимпсестов Сины” [V. Zagrebin, “On the origin and fate of some Slavic Sinai palimpsests”], in: Из истории рукописных и старопечатных собраний (Исследования. Обзоры. Публикации), Leningrad, 1979, pp. 61-80.

\textsuperscript{27} Сводный каталог славяно-русских рукописных книг, хранящихся в России, странах СНГ и Балтии. xix век, вып. 1, Moscow, 2002, Annex 1, № 166, p. 567.

\textsuperscript{28} I quote the text according to I. Tarnanidis, \textit{The Slavonic Manuscripts Discovered in 1975 at St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai}, Thessaloniki, 1988, p. 147.
has been revised: ἀλλὰ πλείων σου ὑπάρνω καὶ τῶν ἀγγέλων σου γέγονα.29 Y. Ivanov pointed out that in this case the Bogomil view about the seniority of Anti-
christ and Jesus has been supported on Bulgarian soil.30 In the copy from Sinai
this place reads as: и р(г)е диꙗволъ ан҃гль твоихъ страшѣи есмь, in other words,
the introduced heretical element is missing. In the Nikoljac copy and (d), (e),
(f), (g): и паче тебе силнеи есмь, and in Croatian tradition: и паки вѣн стар' есмь.31
In a number of cases the copy from Sinai (which also has incorrect readings,
omissions and mistakes) conveys the archaic condition of the Slavonic transla-
tion's protograph. We should also note the place (in the missing part of the Vi-
enna copy), where the dualistic view of the Devil’s equality with God: и р(г)е диꙗволъ. аще сѧ не корѧ (!) сътобоѫ. не бѫ(д) тькмень вышѥмѹ.
The ancient lex-
eme тькмень (replaced with тькън in the later copies) is found in the transla-
tion of the "Fountain of Knowledge" of St. John Damascene by John the Exarch
and in the 16 homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus with the interpretations of
Nicetas Metropolitan of Herakleia.32 In other copies the reading is: аще не
поборꙋ се с тобоу не бѹ(д) тьчнь вишѥмѹ, and in Croatian tradition: ако не борꙋ се
с тобоу не бѹду подобань вишѥмѹ (but also: ако се не борꙋ с тобоу не имамь противити
се вишѥмѹ).33

A full comparison between the copies of the "Dispute" from Sinai, Vienna and
Nikoljac is impossible as the end of the text in the Vienna copy has not been
preserved (one folio in the manuscript is missing). There are two newly-dis-
covered copies of the work which allow additional comparisons and conclu-
sions.

1) A copy in the miscellany No. 760 of the National Library of Serbia, Bel-
grade (new acquisition in 2004) from the first decade of the 16th c., paper,
150x100 mm, 351 folia, written in semiuncial one hand. Orthography is without
juses, inconsistent two jers, absence of typical Serbian features. Contents are
the next: Revelation of Pseudo-Methodios of Patara; Homily for Christmas;
Revelation of Baruch; Dispute between our Lord Jesus Christ and the Anti-
christ; Story about the handsome Joseph; Life of Sts. Kerykos and Julitta; Mar-
tirium of St George; Life of Sts. Sergios and Bacchos; The descent of the
Theotokos into Hell; Questions of St. John the Theologian to Abraham; Sermon
about the vanity of life by St John Chrysostom; Sermon on the Epistle to Thes-
salonians by John Chrysostom; Life of St Euphrosyne; Miracles of St Nicolas of

29 Vassiliev, Anecdota graeco-hyzantina, р. 5.
30 Иванов, Богомилски книги и легенди, р. 256.
31 Sambunjak, Jezik i stil hrvatskih glagoljskih prenja, р. 228.
32 F. Miklosich, Lexikon palaeoslovenico-graeco-latinum, Vindobonae, 1862-1865, р. 1017.
33 Sambunjak, Jezik i stil hrvatskih glagoljskih prenja, р. 229, 231, 233.
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Myra; Life of St Alexis of Rome; A father’s exhortation to his son from the Izbornik; Commentary on the Holy Liturgy; Sermon of St. Makarios of Rome; Martirium of St. Hypatios, etc.\footnote{I am very grateful to National Library of Serbia for possibility to work \textit{de visu} with the manuscript in August 2016. The short sum up of the contents in the publication of Milanka Ubiparip: М. Убипарип, “Зборник са кратким житијем краља Милутина” [“A Miscellany with the Short Version of the Vita of King Milutin”], \textit{Прилози за књижевност, језик, историју и фолклор}, 71/1-4 (2006), pp. 53-72.}

The text of the \textit{Dispute} is on the folia 61r-68v:

Слов(о) о прѣпрѣнїї дїавола сь гьм нашимь і(с)у хм҃ь. ѡ(ч).
Пришь(д)шоу іс҃оу на
gороу елевн̈й скогоу. и р(ч)е Ꙋченико(м)ъ
alчемь м҃. дн҃ы и м҃. нощи. да прѣприм
сє сь дїаволомь. разꙊмѣхь бо

2) A copy in the manuscript No. 2a in the Archive of Baltazar Bogišić in Cavtat, Croatia\footnote{Baltazar Bogišić (1834-1908) is a Croatian scholar, a specialist in law, ethnography, and art, collector of manuscripts and folklore, and generally an encyclopedist. He was born in Cavtat near Dubrovnik. A graduate of the University of Vienna, he became a PhD (1862) and acquired a PhD in law (1866) at the same higher educational establishment. Later, he was elected \textit{Doctor honoris causa} at the newly established Russian University in Odessa. He was a legal adviser of the Interim Russian Government after the Russian-Turkish war of Liberation in Bulgaria. Minister of Justice of Montenegro. Academician of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and a honorary member of the Bulgarian Literary Society (today Bulgarian Academy of Sciences). Worked in close cooperation with Konstantin Jireček and other European scientists. Bogišić collected manuscripts from provincial centres in Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Dalmatia. The archives in Cavtat contain a rich collection of proverbs and sayings, numismatics, medals, pictures and correspondence, among others. The manuscripts are total 153: in Latin, Italian, Greek and Slavonic (Serbian, Bulgarian and Russian are 23). The oldest manuscript dates from the 14th century and the latest – from the end of the 18th century. The collection also contains over 500 old printed books, in some of which there are additional manuscript folia. I enjoyed the full cooperation of the Croatian Academy of Sciences, which gave me permission to work with the archives of Bogišić \textit{de visu}. I am grateful to the Head of the archives, Ms Stane Divanović, who welcomed me and provided me her full cooperation.} from the end of 16th – first decade of 17th c., paper, 105 x 145 mm, 187 folia, without beginning. The binding of the MS is from the same period. The manuscript was restored later, there are many folia overlaid with paper; elsewhere text was written later in another hand. Irregular semiuncial, three or four hands; it is composite manuscript with two main parts: prayer book and miscellany; it is visible that the prayer book was added later. Contents are the next: Revelation of the Theotokos about the seven deadly sins (short redaction); Miracles of St. Nicholas of Myra. Miracle about Demetrios; Series of stories about the Holy Tree, attributed to Gregory the Theologian (first version); Questions and answers: Razumnik (without beginning); Mira-
cles of St. Nicholas of Myra. Miracle about Agrippa’s son; Series of stories about the Holy Tree by priest Jeremiah; Story about Prov’s brotherhood with Jesus Christ; Story about the origin of the Paulicians; Story about how St. Basil liberated a man from the devil (miracle about Eladius and Corasia); Dispute between our Lord Jesus Christ and the Antichrist; Miracles of St. George, etc.36

The text of the Dispute is on the folia 35r-38v: (without title and beginning) ...w горѣ тѣхъ диаволовъ и ангеламъ твоимъ. и светилинамъ твоимъ пришалъ и(е) на землѣ и не могъ усѣсть.

Comparison between the two oldest copies from Sinai and Vienna with other copies, as well as with the newly-discovered Belgrade MS 760 – shows that there were probably two separate translations originating from different Greek versions. First of all, witnesses (d), (e), (f), (g) come from one and the same archetype, and the correspondence in content between (d), (e), (f) is obvious.37 On the basis of the initial comparative analysis it can be said that the copy from Sinai (a) lies at the basis of the archetype of (d), (e), (f), (g), while the copy from Vienna (b) is distinguished by its individual features. Group formed of (d), (e), (f), (g), consist entirely of Bulgarian manuscripts, is of special interest as it features additional changes in comparison with the copy from Sinai and the other copies as well. The beginning of the text in this group is very indicative. It is precisely in this group that we find the additional assertion of Antichrist that man is his creation and belongs to him: и р(ч) ёс. право вѣси дїаволе и агґлѡмь твои(мь). и светилнико(м) твои(м) пришль ѣ(с) на землую ике тє пє(г)усєть.

The new redaction is characteristic of the hypothetical archetype of the Panagyurishte miscellany No. 433, the Vienna miscellany No. 149 and the miscellany of Daniel No. 100, which are exceedingly similar in content and textological features. There is no doubt that there is a connection with the Adžar miscellany No. 326, which was compiled on the basis of several sources, one of which is close to the archetype of the above-mentioned three manuscripts.

New copies in the miscellany No.760 of the National Library of Serbia and in the manuscript No. 2a in the Archive of Baltazar Bogišić are intermediary of the presupposed archetype of witnesses (d), (e), (f), (g) and of Sinai copy (a),

---

37 Cf. Милтенова, “Сборник със смесено съдържание.”
and near to Nikojac copy (c). Witnesses (h) and (i) are closer to the version in the manuscript from the Nikojac monastery (c) too. A new edition of the manuscript Sinai 34 will shed light on all tradition of the text and the relationship between witnesses in the context of Slavia Orthodoxa.

II. The Story about Joseph (Genesis 37-50) is widespread in medieval Slavonic literatures in a number of translations which vary according to their function and genre: 1) Homily about fasting, and Joseph, and the priest, and the prophet David by John Chrysostom (Свѧтоаго їѡ ҄ анна ꙁлатоо ї ѡ ѡ ҄ сифѣ· и о попѣ и и о давꙑдѣ); 2) Sermon about the handsome Joseph by Ephrem the Syrian (Бз пондѣльникъ страстныꙗ недѣли слово о прекраснѣмъ іѡсифѣ како продаша его братьꙗ зависти ради); 3) Sermon on Joseph’s strength (Слово ѡ крѣпосты іѡсифовѣ. ꙗко рабь чистѣи живыи. можеть вл(д)кь ч(с)тнѣи быти); 4) Story about the handsome Joseph (Слово прѣкраснаго Іѡсифа како продаше цѥго братьꙗ коупцемъ); 5) Story about Joseph and Aseneth (Житїе и исповѣданїе асеенѣы дьщере пентефрїини и како поѥсть ю їѡсифь прѣкрасни въ женоу себѣ); 6) Story about the handsome Joseph in the version in the miscellanies known as damaskini (Житїе и жизнь праведнаго и прекраснаго іѡсифа); 7) excerpts from various parts of the story of Joseph, included separately in the manuscripts, the most distinctive being those with the interpretation of pharaoh’s dream. Sometimes the differences between the biblical stories and the quoted works are minimal, but in other cases they are considerable. A.I. Yatsimirskiy first tracked down and listed an abundant number of copies (with short archeographic data) of the above-mentioned groups of works, noting that the Sermon about the handsome Joseph by Ephrem the Syrian is most widespread. The stories about the handsome Joseph and about Joseph and Aseneth he identified as apocrypha, i.e. uncanonical versions of the biblical story in the Old Testament.
In spite of the abundance of source material, only a small portion of the texts have been researched and published. The most comprehensive linguistic and textological analysis has been made of the *Sermon on Joseph's strength*, a copy of which is included in miscellany No. 48 at Berlin State Library, early 14th century\(^1\) and in manuscripts of similar content. Scholars have convincingly associated its origin with the Preslav Literary School. The *Homily about fasting, and Joseph, and the priest, and the prophet David* by John Chrysostom, a considerable portion of which is about Joseph, is included as an early Old Bulgarian translation in the 10th-century *Codex Suprasliensis* (ff. 177v-184v, in the part of the manuscript kept at the National Library of Poland, Warsaw).\(^2\)

A.I. Yatsimirskiy points out that the sermon by Ephrem the Syrian\(^3\) is usually included in Pænænesis at position 103 (sometimes 104 or 105) and is part of the main content of this miscellany.\(^4\) The monastery charters recommend the reading of this work in the first days of Maundy Week. Another date of the church calendar associated with this sermon is the Sunday before Christmas (the Sunday of Forefathers). K. Ivanova has registered two versions of the homily for this feast in Slavonic translation: 1) Слова άγιου Εφραίμ άπό την ενατού ιενίαν Ιωσήφ, which is included in a 14th century menologion for December-August No. III. c.22, Archives of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Art, Zagreb, and in the selective menologia No. 195 from the collection of A. Khlovdov, 14th century, State Historical Museum, Moscow, and No. 59, 17th century, National Library of Serbia, Belgrade; 2) Слово ο πρεσβύτερος Иоанн, which is included in another group of miscellanies: No. 135, 14th century, from the collection of A. Khlovdov, State Historical Museum, Moscow; No. 95, 14th century, from the collection of Dečani monastery; No. 12.3.9, 14th century, from the Library of the

---


\(^{2}\) BHGa 2199; CPG 4676. PG 62: 759-764: De jejuno, de Davide et de presbyteris, de Josepho et de Novato. Περὶ νηστείας, καὶ εἰς τὸν Δαυίδ, καὶ περὶ πρεσβυτέρων, καὶ εἰς τὸν Ἰωσήφ, καὶ κατὰ Ναυάτου. Καθολικά... De jejuno, de Davide [Sp].


\(^{4}\) Яцимирский, Библиографический обзор апокрифов, p. 121.
Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg.\textsuperscript{45} Considering the large number of copies collected by A.I. Yatsimirskiy (167!) and the information from other sources, the work of Ephrem the Syrian (Sermon about the handsome Joseph by Ephrem the Syrian) is the most popular and most frequently copied text dedicated to Old Testament Joseph not only because the sermon is a model in the parenetic genre, but also because of his obvious authority. For these reasons, the compilers of miscellanies frequently replaced other anonymous and works of unclear origin precisely with it, as we shall see further. The \textit{Story about Joseph and Aseneth} (CAVT 105: Joseph et Aseneth /Confessio et Oratio Asenath) systematically attracted the attention of scholars with resulting abundant literature.\textsuperscript{46} It remains outside the scope of the present paper.

The least studied is the \textit{Story about the Handsome Joseph},\textsuperscript{47} known from ten copies in the following manuscripts:

1. No. 115 (828) (miscellany of Father Pribil), 1409, National Library of Serbia, Belgrade (burned during World War II); Serbian origin; f. 20v-31v: Слово прікрасног(о) Іѡсиф. Beginning: Беше Іаковь имеаше соновь. Іѡсифь сь Кеніаминъ, веста мыныша в вьсъ брате. Described by S. Matic.\textsuperscript{48}

2. No. 241, c. 1451, collection of A. Khludov, State Historical Museum, Moscow; without juses, inconsistently used two-jers orthography, typical Serbian language features are absent; f. 46r-51r: Слово прікраснаго Іѡсифа како продаше його брата копцем(о) блосви(ч). Beginning: Беше Іаковь имеаше соновь йи. Іѡсифь и Кеніаминъ веста мыныша вь въ брате. The manuscript was described by A. Popov and A.I. Yatsimirskiy.\textsuperscript{49}


\textsuperscript{47} No identical prototype in Greek tradition; CAVT 108 Historia Joseph (fragmenta Graeca); CAVT 109 Historia Joseph (syriace); CAVT 110 Legenda Joseph (fragmentum copticum); CAVT 111 Historia apocrypha de Joseph (sahidice); CAVT 112 Historia Joseph et fratrum eius (sahidice); CAVT 115 Historia Joseph (arabice), etc.: Denis, Haelewycx, \textit{Introduction à la littérature religieuse judéo-hellénistique}, pp. 343-348 (and bibliography).


\textsuperscript{49} А. Попов, \textit{Описание рукописей и каталог книг церковной печати библиотеки А.И. Хлудова} [A. Popov. \textit{Description of the Manuscripts and Old Printed Books in}}
3. No. 677 (Tikveš Miscellany), end-15th century, St. Cyril and St. Methodius National Library, Sofia; no-juses, one-jer orthography, of West Bulgarian origin; f. 40r-46v: Слово прелестного Иосифа. Beginning: Иаков ясес въ земли Халдеисции, имаше своя сынъ Иосифъ и Вениаминъ. End: тогда Вениаминъ наду се и вза гласу въшемени се и Вениаминъ (bes край). The manuscript was described by B. Tsonev50 and was published by N. Načov.51

4. No. IV.a.24, 1520, Archives of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Zagreb. Written in Dubrovnik; Serbian orthography with traces of Štokavian dialect. Described and studied by a number of scholars.52 M. Rešetar, who is the author of the most comprehensive study of the miscellany, has proved that it consists of five different parts, written by three scribes and a fourth, who has added the red inscriptions, some figures and other elements. In respect to the content, he assumed that the antigraph of the manuscript was not earlier than the end of the 15th century. Чтеніе прелестнаго Иосифа сина Иакова. According to M. Rešetar,53 the text is identical with that in the Tikveš Miscellany.

5. No. 760, the first decade of the 16th c. National Library of Serbia, Belgrade (new acquisitions in 2004, 150х100 mm, 351 folia. Orthography without juses, inconsistent two jers, absence of typical Serbian features.

6. No. 1161, 16th c., Church Historical and Archival Museum; no-juses, two-jers inconsistent orthography with Modern Bulgarian features; f. 70r-81r: Слово прелестного Иосифа. Beginning: Иаковъ ясес въ земли Халдеисции имаше своя сынъ Иосифъ и Вениаминъ. No end. The miscellany was introduced in research circulation by S. Kožuharov.54

---

50 Б. Конев, Опис на славянските ръкописи в Софийската народна библиотека [B. Conev, Description of Manuscripts in the National Library in Sofia], vol. 2, Sofia, 1923, p. 208.
53 Rešetar, Dubrovački zbornik od god. 1520, pp. 37-52. I do not have access to this copy.
54 С. Кохухаров, “Неизвестен препис на Солунската легенда” [S. Kožuharov, “Unknown
A.I. Yatsimirskiy\textsuperscript{60} added two copies of the work which remain unidentified: a). In festal menologion No. 13.7.2. (Syrku 45) from the collection of P. Syrku, Library of the Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, mid-16th century, Resava orthography, ff. 157-159. The book contains services and synaxarion vi-

---


\textsuperscript{59} Стојановић, \textit{Каталог Народне библиотеке у Београду}, pp. 306-309.

\textsuperscript{60} Яцимирский, \textit{Библиографический обзор апокрифов}, p. 119.
tae for the major church feasts; from f. 147r onwards there is a synaxarion about Prince Lazar and the Christians who were killed with him in the Battle of Kosovo. In the catalogue of the collection, B. Hristova included it among the manuscripts of Serbian origin,\textsuperscript{61} b). In a miscellany of mixed content from the Bolshakov collection (Russian State Library, Moscow),\textsuperscript{62} 17th century, with Ukrainian linguistic peculiarities, ff. 142v-154: Животъ святаго Іѡсифа патріарха. Яковъ патрїарх маючи двнадцать съновъ на(и)молодшихъ двохъ. In terms of its peculiarities, this copy is an exception from all the rest.

The copies listed above are all of Bulgarian and Serbian origin. They are incorporated in miscellanies of mixed content, most of which are close in terms of content and textological features. They can be grouped as follows:

1. Miscellany of Father Pribil, year 1409; miscellany from Belgrade, beginning of the 16th c.; miscellany from Pakrac, mid-16th century; miscellany from Prizren, 17th century.
3. Tikveš miscellany of the end of the 15th century; miscellany from Church Historical and Archival Museum, the 16th century; miscellany from Dubrovnik, year 1520; miscellany from Rača, year 1646.\textsuperscript{63}

The versions differ in respect to the volume of text, which is larger in the first group, containing more detailed descriptions of the events and in respect to linguistic peculiarities. The language of the first group has preserved older features, and the content somewhat approaches that of the Sermon by Ephrem the Syrian.

The textological and structural peculiarities of miscellanies with mixed content provide grounds for their grouping into several principal types according to their characteristic features, and the types of miscellanies with mixed content identified here are based on our detailed study of the 15th-17th-century manuscript tradition. As we have already seen, this systematization is based on


\textsuperscript{62} Г. Георгиевский, Рукописи Т.Ф. Большакова, хранящиеся в Императорском Московском и Румянцевском музее [G. Georgievskiy, T.F. Bolshakov Collection of Manuscripts in Imperial Moscow and Rumyantsev Museum], Petrograd, 1915, VIII, p. 20.

two sets of features: the structure of the manuscripts and the textological properties of certain works that constitute part of their textual core or nucleus, that is, a relatively stable combination of texts that characterizes each type. The editorial changes in these texts characterize not only the overall makeup of the individual miscellany, but also the type under which it can be categorized. In other words, the relationships among manuscripts of the same type operate in terms of both makeup (the consecutive order of the constituent articles) and the textological features (translations, versions).

To conclude: the examples of transmission of *Dispute between Our Lord Jesus Christ and the Antichrist* and on the *The Story about beautiful Joseph* show that the initial translations of apocryphal works underwent changes in the Slav environment in the Balkans. Elements of oral lore were introduced, on the one hand dualistic legends and on the other – the resistance against heresies. The reader imposes a vision and idea on the already translated text. The works discussed here show that the environment in which apocrypha were distributed was not uniform in terms of ideology, but was similar in style and method of redaction typical of petty clergy. At the same time, the researcher must be very careful when defining these types of texts as belonging to so-called “Popular Christianity.”